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A frontier challenge in implementing femtosecond electron microscopy is to gain

precise optical control of intense beams to mitigate collective space charge effects

for significantly improving the throughput. Here, we explore the flexible uses of an

RF cavity as a longitudinal lens in a high-intensity beam column for condensing

the electron beams both temporally and spectrally, relevant to the design of ultra-

fast electron microscopy. Through the introduction of a novel atomic grating

approach for characterization of electron bunch phase space and control optics, we

elucidate the principles for predicting and controlling the phase space dynamics to

reach optimal compressions at various electron densities and generating conditions.

We provide strategies to identify high-brightness modes, achieving �100 fs and

�1 eV resolutions with 106 electrons per bunch, and establish the scaling of perfor-

mance for different bunch charges. These results benchmark the sensitivity and res-

olution from the fundamental beam brightness perspective and also validate the

adaptive optics concept to enable delicate control of the density-dependent phase

space structures to optimize the performance, including delivering ultrashort,

monochromatic, high-dose, or coherent electron bunches. VC 2017 Author(s). All
article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4999456]

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons possess the highest scattering cross-section1 that could enable the development

of high-performance beamlines,2 including the delivery of ultrashort electron bunches for

broad ranges of ultrafast science investigation at a very high throughput. However, without the

abilities to actively handle the space-charge-dominated beams, the unmitigated lengthening of

bunches’ time and energy spreads3–5 has limited the ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) sys-

tem designs to seek optimization in the moderate-density and/or high-energy (relativistic)

regimes,6–9 or in the realization of compact diffractometers.10–12 In the last decade, we have

witnessed significant progress made regarding various UED techniques, for the study of gas

phase molecules,3,13 surfaces,14–16 nanostructures,17 and nanometer thin films.18–22 The recent

advances in the femtosecond (fs) regime6,10,23 from these continuous UED developments24 and

the introduction of ultrafast electron microscope (UEM)25 are offering unprecedented capabili-

ties for studying the atomic scale dynamics. Moreover, not restricted to the structural dynam-

ics, the ultrafast spectroscopy26–29 through the UEM design offered new capabilities for

obtaining spatially resolved electron dynamics. It is worth noting that to reach a sub-1 picosec-

ond (ps) and sub-1 eV combined resolution, the current UEM systems employ only one or few

electrons per bunch, which is complemented by a high repetition rate (�MHz),23 nearly

completely avoiding the onset of space-charge effects. Meanwhile, high-peak-intensity fs UED

systems have recently been accomplished by incorporating the longitudinal optics, such as
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radio-frequency (RF) cavities,30–32 for electron bunch compression. This latest development is

especially attractive for the future UEM design where the high-intensity implementation with

longitudinal optics would be crucial to enable research on the irreversible processes,33 long-

lived metastable phases,34 and for elucidating the transient bonding through ultrafast core-level

spectroscopy.35 In particular, the chemically sensitive core-level regime suffers from the

power-law suppression of the scattering cross-section,36 therefore, it is crucial to increase the

bunch charge by several orders of magnitude from current UEMs to render it operable in prob-

ing long-lived states.

Currently, an impediment that has prevented rapid advances in designing high-intensity

UEM systems is the paucity of experimental data available on efficiently handling the space-

charge-dominated beams. This is despite the recent success in implementing time-compression

UED systems, where the main focus is to accomplish velocity bunching37 through an RF cavity.

In a full-fledged UEM system that features diffraction, imaging, and spectroscopy in a single

setup, the combination of different lenses is required to form ultrashort, monochromatic, high-

dose, or coherent beams for different optimizations. Because of the relatively less known char-

acteristics of the space-charge-dominated beams under different optical manipulations, their

performance for the desired modalities is also unpredictable. This paper aims to address this

issue through a combined experimental and theoretical approach to elucidate the key character-

istics of space-charge-dominated beams. Our approach is based on the phase space perspective

to elucidate the fundamental principle and limitations in focusing the high-intensity beams,

including using a new optical design for manipulating the phase space of the electron bunches.

The conceptual framework of this approach, especially the adaptive optical design involving the

longitudinal lens pair for ultrafast electron spectroscopy [see Fig. 1(a)], has been discussed in

detail previously.38 The work presented here focuses on the laboratory characterization of the

bunch’s phase space and emittance in the context of electron optics,39 which is the foundation

for implementing the high-intensity UEM systems.

The advances discussed here include: the deployment of the atomic grating approach and

theoretical models for characterizing phase space structures of the electron bunches; an under-

standing of the density-dependent bunch phase space structure evolution; control of bunch

phase space through the RF cavity as a longitudinal lens; identification of high-brightness

modes; and elucidation of the nonlinear effects induced at beam crossovers. It is worth men-

tioning that the ability of the RF lens to condense the beam’s energy spread without signifi-

cantly degrading the number of electrons delivered to the specimen provides an efficient new

monochromatization scheme36 that may enable single-shot core-level ultrafast spectroscopy.38

This paper is structured into eight sections. Following this introduction, Sec. II discusses

the realization of a high-quality factor RF lens and its control by a low-noise phase-locked loop

at both low and high RF power levels for long-term stable operation. Section III surveys the

current understanding of the multi-electron short-pulse emittance and brightness that fundamen-

tally define the performance in the high-density beam regimes. In Sec. IV, the atomic grating

concept to characterize the phase space structure and the RF optics is described. Section V dis-

cusses the practical strategies in realizing the phase space measurements using the atomic grat-

ing. In Sec. VI, comparative studies of the phase space structures for beams generated at differ-

ent cathodes and at densities below and above the virtual cathode limit are presented. Section

VII discusses the case study of photoinduced phase transition of nanoscale VO2 crystals with

high-brightness beams. Section VIII summarizes the results and provides perspectives in

improving the performance.

II. DESIGN OF ELECTRON BEAMLINE AND RF LONGITUDINAL LENSES

The design of our electron beamline consists of a photoelectron gun and a series of elec-

tron optics to form a prototype UEM system as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The RF

cavity is deployed as the longitudinal lens (LL) to actively control the beam longitudinal (z)

phase space evolution. Meanwhile, the principle for transverse focusing using the transverse

lens (TL) is similar to that already in place in conventional transmission electron microscopes
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(TEM), which utilize magnetic lens pair to adjust the transverse (x and y) phase space structure

to form spatially coherent or focused probes.39 Our photoelectron gun employs the Pierce gun

geometry where photoemission is driven on a flat silver photocathode over-coated onto a sap-

phire window by ultraviolet laser pulses (50 fs, 266 nm) through front illumination with a root-

mean-square (RMS) radius of �90lm.40 The average acceleration field between the cathode

and the anode is 5 MV/m for delivering 100 keV electron bunches. For a given drive laser

FIG. 1. Ultrafast electron beam column with optics for controlling electron bunch phase space evolution. (a) Schematic

drawing of a prototype UEM beamline. The focusing of the electron bunch generated from the photoelectron gun is handled

by 5 magnetic transverse lenses (Mag. TL) and 2 radio frequency longitudinal lenses (RF LL). Ultrafast spectroscopy38 is

accomplished by an energy analyzer (Analyzer) following the two RF lenses for time and energy compression. (b)–(d) The

phase space evolution in the injector portion of the beamline (enclosed in dashed line). The focusing along the longitudinal

(z) direction (left column) is controlled by RF LL1, adjusting the phase space structure in (z, vz). Similarly, the transverse

(x,y) focusing is controlled by Mag. TL2 and Mag. TL3 to manipulate the transverse phase space, e.g., in (x, vx). In the

phase space plots, the red arrows indicate the bunch’s expansion or compression led by its internal velocity dispersion. The

black arrows indicate the velocity shift driven by the RF field within LL1. (e) The conceptual outline of the atomic grating

approach to characterize the energy spread of the electron bunches—for details, see the discussion in Sec. V.
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illuminated area, the number of emitted electrons in a single bunch, Ne, depends on the drive

laser power. Given that Ne and the initial phase space structure are control parameters in our

optical design, different photocathode coatings and laser powers are varied to explore the emit-

tance and the brightness of the beams both below and above the virtual cathode limit,41,42 and

compare their performance.

The properties of the high-brightness beam are characterized in the beam delivery system

of the column [the region enclosed by the dashed line in Fig. 1(a)]. The RF cavity focuses

the beam by adjusting the structure of the longitudinal phase space (vz vs. z) into a negative

slope—see the left column along panels in Figs. 1(b)–1(d). Given that the leading edge of the

electron bunch now has a more negative velocity than that of the tailing edge, the bunch will

reach a compression in bunch duration at the specimen. In principle, this is the same as the

magnetic focusing in terms of adjusting the transverse phase space (vx vs. x) [see the right col-

umn along panels in Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. However, given the time-dependent nature of the RF

field, it must be stable and be precisely timed relative to the arrival of the electron bunches at

the cavity. Figure 2(a) shows the design of the RF cavity with its shape and electric field distri-

bution calculated using the Superfish code.43 Figure 2(b) shows the picture of the copper cavity,

after its machining is finished. The resonant frequency of the RF field f0 is measured to be

FIG. 2. Design of RF cavity as a longitudinal lens. (a) Simulation result of the RF cavity field distribution with the

Superfish code,43 plotted in cylindrical coordinates. Shaded area is the cavity chamber. Blue solid line is the equipotential

lines, whereas the pink lines depict the electric-field distribution of the TM010 mode within the cavity. Inset: Enlarged

view of the electric fields on the axis, along which the electron bunches propagate. (b) Picture of the copper RF cavity. (c)

Schematic diagram for the overall RF control electronics setup, including the low-level and cavity phase-locked loops

(PLL). The low-level PLL system ensures that the output signal is locked to the reference signal from the laser oscillator.

The cavity PLL ensures that the RF cavity resonance frequency remains in-lock to the input signal from the low-level RF

system by adjusting the cavity temperature through a PID controller. (d) The measurements of phase jitters at 460 W (top

panel) and 40 W (middle panel) with the cavity PLL being activated. The lower panel shows the corresponding phase jitters

without implementing the cavity PLL.
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�1013 MHz and the quality factor (Q-factor) is �20k. The electric field of the TM010 mode is

contained within the central region of the cavity44 [inset of Fig. 2(a)] and executes the compres-

sion. The average compressing field, E0, is defined as the integral of the z component of the

field along the pulse longitudinal direction [Fig. 2(a)]. E0 is related to the RF power, PRF,

stored in the cavity. E0 can be determined by measuring the energy change of the high-energy

electrons, after they pass through the cavity, see the discussion in Sec. IV. The RF power can

also be directly measured through the pick-up coil inside the cavity.

The electronic control of the RF cavity is separated into two independent systems: the low-

level RF system and the cavity phase-locked loop (PLL), see Fig. 2(c). In the low-level RF sys-

tem, the combined output of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and the RF synthesizer

(Agilent E8247C) is synchronized with the laser oscillator pulse train at its 12th harmonics,45

serving as the reference frequency, fRef, through a PLL. Additional timing drift is corrected

with a feedback temperature control by stabilizing the temperature of the RF components. The

output power of the low-level RF system is � –11 dBm, which is then sent into the solid-state

amplifier station withþ80 dB gain. The power of the signal is adjusted by the voltage-variable

attenuator before the amplifier station. At the cavity, the timing jitter due to the fluctuations of

f0 and fRef is further corrected by the cavity PLL, which actively tunes the cavity temperature

and forces f0 to follow the changes in fRef. To control the cavity resonance, four thermoelectric

modules are mounted on the cavity serving as temperature actuators. The voltage signal from

the phase detector is fed back to a PID controller (Thorlab TED4015), which drives the thermo-

electric modules to actively adjust f0 by changing the cavity temperature. The stabilities of the

timing and the power at the RF cavity are controlled at�50 fs and�10�3 levels with active

sub-50 mK temperature stabilization in the electronics and at the cavity. By doing so, f0 can

actively track the change in the input frequency from the low-level PLL and keep the cavity

always on resonance. Figure 2(d) shows the importance of the cavity PLL in stabilizing the RF

timing jitter, sRF, especially when the temperature of the room (to be renovated) can vary up to

1 �C over a long-term operation. The RF timing jitter leads to the relative shift of the cavity

electric field phase to the arrival of the electron pulses, D/. This effect can cause energy gain

or loss in the electron pulse, and hence an arriving time jitter, sAr, of the electron pulses. When

the cavity PLL is turned on, the low-frequency fluctuation is completely suppressed, which is

an obvious improvement compared to the free-running cavity.

III. DENSITY-DEPENDENT PHASE SPACE STRUCTURE EVOLUTIONS:

THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

In a UEM equipped with active optics for phase space manipulation, the crucial manifesta-

tion of space charge effects is of stochastic nature and provides fundamental limits to the

achievable space, time, and energy resolutions. This stochastic space charge effect is caused by

an irreversible growth in RMS beam emittance46 due to the fluctuating components of the non-

linear electron dynamics. In the UEM, it is correlated with virtual cathode formation during the

electron pulse generation. The virtual cathode limit (VCL)41,42 sets in due to the attractive

image charge field on the photocathode surface left by the emitted electrons, resulting in an

increased fraction of recombined electrons and a degradation of beam properties once the criti-

cal current is reached.47 Below the VCL, the high-density electron bunches created at the pho-

tocathode also develop unique phase space structures depending on the initial conditions.42,48

Highly relevant to the current studies is the prediction based on the multi-level fast multiple

method (MLFMM)49 simulations42,50 that the stochastic scattering at the initial stage leads to a

sublinear growth of the transverse phase space area, or emittance (ex and ey), with respect to

Ne, whereas the terminal longitudinal emittance (ez) is nearly linear,42 until the VCL is reached.

This prediction implies that it is favorable to extract the high-intensity beams perceived in

high-throughput UEM systems close to the VCL to render beams with a high transverse bright-

ness, defined by Ne/emittance, while maintaining reasonable longitudinal emittance to reach

desired temporal and spectral resolutions.38
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For self-consistency purpose between experimental measurements and theoretical predic-

tions, the normalized emittance in the z direction ez is defined as46

ez ¼
1

mec

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hz2ihp2

z i � hzpzi2
q

; (1)

where the brackets h� � �i stand for an average over the ensemble of electrons in the bunch over

coordinates of position (z) and momentum (pz). Equation (1) can be reduced to the expression

ez ¼
crzrvz

c
(2)

at the beam waist, where rz is the RMS bunch length, rvz is the RMS of velocity distribution,

and c is the relativistic Lorentz factor. The normalized emittance can thus be understood as the

area the electron bunch occupies in its phase space. In this case, rz and rvz are the projections

of the phase space along the z and vz axes. Similarly, the normalized emittance in the x and y
directions can be defined by replacing z with x or y in Eqs. (1) and (2). According to

Liouville’s theorem, the emittance should be conserved throughout the beam propagation. In

other words, the ultimate beam brightness deliverable on the sample plane is limited by the ter-

minal electron-beam emittance after fully extracting the beam from the cathode in an ideal

situation.

To facilitate the analytical formulation, the bunch phase space is described in an idealized

two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian in terms of position (z) and velocity (vz), as shown in Fig. 3(a).

In this representation, the phase space chirp, az � dvz/dz, is defined as the slope of the principle

axis of the 2D structure.51,52 To more easily compare with the measurements, here, the phase

space is described in the relative laboratory frame instead of the center-of-mass (CoM) frame,38

namely, vz and z are the coordinates after subtracting the CoM velocity and position. Figures

3(a)–3(c) depict the snapshots of the phase space evolution during RF compression. Just before

the RF cavity [pre-RF stage (i)], the phase space has a positive chirp, representing an expanding

electron bunch. The role of the RF field in longitudinal focusing is to exert a proportional

velocity shift Dvz to the particle in the bunch that shifts the chirp from a positive a0 (pre-RF) to

a negative a1, as represented in panel b just after the cavity [post-RF) (ii)]. The resulting nega-

tive velocity gradient leads to the compression of the electron bunch during flight to the speci-

men (panel c). The MLFMM simulations provide the corresponding N-particle depiction of the

phase space structures. The simulations are performed for different Ne’s at a fixed beam kinetic

energy, K0, of 100 keV, as shown in Figs. 3(d)–3(f). Specifically, the RF compression is per-

formed using the RF module in COSY INFINITY,53 where the voltage of the cavity is

described by a sinusoidal function with position-dependent energy gain (or loss) occurring over

an infinitesimally thin region. Macroparticles are used to solve for large numbers of electrons

(Ne�105) after checking that the N-particle simulations remain consistent using this approxima-

tion. The dynamical equations were solved with 4th order Runge-Kutta integrators.50 For differ-

ent Ne’s, the phase space develops into different sizes and chirps. Nonetheless, the phase space

largely maintains a linear structure during the compression. The performance, as measured by

the RMS bunch spreads in z and vz, is limited by their respective emittance. A linear correlation

between the measured RMS time (Dt) and energy (DE) spreads and the phase space projections

can be made: Dt¼ ktrz, DE¼ kvrvz where at 100 keV, kt and kv are 0.00608 ps/lm and

1597 eV/(lm/ps), for converting into resolutions in the laboratory frame. The time and energy

spreads of �50 fs and �400 eV at the focal plane (specimen) are accomplished for Ne ¼ 106,

whereas for a lower Ne, the performance is significantly improved, e.g., sub-10 fs and sub-

10 eV, with Ne ¼ 104 at the temporal focal plane.

IV. ATOMIC GRATING APPROACH FOR PHASE SPACE CHARACTERIZATION

Here, we describe the experimental strategies to characterize the electron bunch’s phase

space and the theoretical framework linking the measured phase space parameters to the optical
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manipulation required for focusing in time and energy. Our approach is based on the atomic

grating, namely, utilizing the atomic crystals to sort out the incident beam’s energy and, after

optical activation, time spreads, in order to reconstruct the phase space. For reasons that will

become apparent later, we center our formulation of the atomic grating approach on a key RF

focusing parameter g, defined by the beam velocity change (dve) observed under an RF phase

tuning (d/):

g � � 1

ve

dve

d/

� �
: (3)

Given that g is proportional to the RF field strength used to shift the velocity, resulting in the

chirp change Da (see Fig. 3), it can be established that

Da ¼ � 2p f0 g
cos /

; (4)

where f0 is the RF cavity resonance frequency. Equation (4) can be derived from Eq. (3) by

considering that the RF-induced velocity shift dve is proportional to the relative phase of the

particle to the CoM of the bunch, namely, d/ ¼ ðdz=veÞ � 2pf0. Furthermore, introducing the

FIG. 3. Longitudinal phase space evolution of the electron bunch under RF lens focusing. (a)–(c) Depiction of the evolution

of the electron bunch longitudinal phase space in a 2D Gaussian: (i) right before and (ii) right after the RF cavity, and (iii)

at the sample plane to achieve time. The chirp a � dvz=dz is defined as the slope of the phase space, taken using the pro-

jected components dvz and dz. The red arrows indicate the bunch’s expansion or compression led by its internal velocity

dispersion. The black arrows indicate the velocity adjustment Dvz made by the RF field, shifting the chirp from a0 to a1.

(d)–(f) MLFMM beam dynamics simulations for Ne¼ 106, 105 and 104 showing the dependence of the bunch length and

chirp evolution at the three stages outlined by panels (a)–(c) over different Ne. Increased nonlinearity at stage (iii) can be

seen for higher Ne. A closer look is shown for Ne¼ 106 in Fig. 9(b). For a better comparison to the case of Ne¼ 106, the

phase space structures associated with Ne¼ 105 and Ne¼ 104 are scaled up by factors 5 and 20, respectively, on both trans-

verse and longitudinal scales.
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time-dependent RF field EðtÞ ¼ E0 sin ð2pf0tþ /Þ, the relationship between g and the RF

parameters can be formulated:

g ¼ eE0

c3p f0veme
sin

p f0 d

ve

� �
cos /; (5)

where e and me are the electron charge and the rest mass, and d is the RF gap length. See

Table I for the typical values of parameters employed in our setup.

We demonstrate the ability to determine Da and E0 through the measurement of g using

the VO2 thin film as the atomic grating. Figure 4(a) shows the results obtained by passing the

electron bunch through the grating in two different RF phases: /¼�2.5� and 3.5�. In each

case, the diffraction curve is obtained from a line scan along the center of the diffraction image

acquired by the pixilated CCD camera, where each pixel is converted into the scattering angle

h. The clearly visible angular change, Dhhkl, from the hkl reflection throughout the curve is the

result of bunch velocity change induced by adjusting the RF phase. This can be formulated in

terms of normalized changes: Dhhkl=hhkl ¼ �c2Dve=ve, where hhkl is the scattering angle of hkl
reflection. This formulation is valid strictly only in the small angle regime, where given the

scattering wavevector associated with a specific hkl reflection shkl ¼ 4p=ke � sin ðhhkl=2Þ is

unchanged, the normalized change in hhkl is proportional to that of the de Broglie wavelength,

ke ¼ h=ðcmeveÞ, where h is Planck’s constant, or in other words, the normalized change of ve.

Specifically, the inset of Fig. 4(a) shows the linear correlation between Dh40�2=h40�2 and /,

where the slope of the curve is equal to gc2.

To demonstrate that the RF cavity can be employed as a longitudinal lens, a robust relation-

ship between the applied cavity power PRF and the resulting phase space adjustment Da must be

demonstrated. An empirical correlation between PRF and Da is established by measuring g as a

TABLE I. Notations and key operating parameters.

Parameters Symbols Typical values (unit)

Number of electrons in a single electron bunch Ne 106–1.7 	 107

Normalized emittance in x,y,z ex,y,z 0.002–2 (lm) or (mm�mrad)

Beam kinetic energy K0 100 (keV)

Beam velocity ve 164.35 (lm/ps)

Beam energy spread, RMS DE 10–1000 (eV)

Beam time spread, RMS Dt 0.1–30 (ps)

Beam divergence angle, HWHM a (degree) or (rad)

Scattering angle for hkl reflection hhkl (degree) or (rad)

Relativistic Lorentz factor c 1.1957

Electron de Broglie wavelength ke 0.0037 (nm)

RF cavity phase / (degree)

Applied RF power PRF 0–400 (W)

RF focusing parameter g 0–0.003 (degree�1)

RF longitudinal lens coefficient kLL 5.65 	 10�4 (ps�1 W�1/2)

RF cavity electric field strength at gap E0 0–1.5 (MV/m)

RF gap length d 2.1 (cm)

RF cavity resonance frequency f0 �1.013 (GHz)

RF phase locked loop reference frequency fRef 1.01254 (GHz)

RF cavity to specimen distance L 0.425 (m)

Specimen to camera distance LCam 0.370 (m)

RF timing jitter, RMS sRF �45 (fs)

Electron bunch arrival time jitter, RMS sAr �100 (fs)

Coherence length LC 10–30 (nm)

Grating dispersion power kD 0.103 (lm/eV) @ s ¼ 10 Å�1
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function of PRF with the aforementioned approach. Our results, as reported in Fig. 4(b), show a

square-root dependence between the two. By fitting the data with the equation: c2g ¼ kP
1=2
RF , we

can determine the coefficient k, which is then translated, via Eq. (4), to establish the relationship

between Da and P
1=2
RF – specifically Da ¼ kLL1 � P1=2

PF , where kLL1 ¼ 5:65	 10�4 ps�1 W�1/2 is

defined as the RF lens coefficient.

In the following, we show that in the non-interacting scenario, namely, when the space-

charge effect does not further modify the phase space structure during compression, a simple

geometric relationship can be established between time and energy compressions. First,

for reaching the time compression point gt, the chirp is shifted from a specific a0 (pre-RF) to

a1 ¼ �ve=L (post-RF), or

gt ¼
a0 þ

ve

L

� �

2p f0

; (6)

where L is the distance between the RF lens and the specimen. On the other hand, for reaching

the energy compression point gE, the chirp is shifted to a1 ¼ 0, or

gE ¼
a0

2p f0

: (7)

Therefore, D�gt –gt¼ ve/(2pf0L) is purely geometrical and independent of PRF or the incident

beam parameters. One central aspect of our work is to verify if the simple linear RF focusing

principles described by Eqs. (6) and (7) indeed apply to the incident beams at different densities

and preparations. The assurance of the linear responses that satisfy both Eqs. (6) and (7) will per-

mit us to project performances under various longitudinal optical settings, including forming a

lens pair for conducting the spectroscopy.38 On the other hand, to understand the limits of com-

pression, one needs to obtain information on the emittance. For evaluating the beam emittance,

we can examine the projected parameters at the crossovers (compression points), where the prod-

uct of the measured rz and rvz gives the normalized emittance as described by Eq. (2).

V. EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGIES

We discuss further implementation of the atomic grating approach for determining the phase

space parameters, through the measurements of the energy and time spreads of the bunch and the

critical RF power required to achieving compressions. First, on obtaining the energy spread of the

FIG. 4. Characterization of the RF focusing parameter g. (a) The angular shift of the diffraction curves recorded on the

camera induced by an adjustment of the RF phase (/) taken at an RF power PRF ¼ 75 W. The specific angular shift (Dh40�2 ,

as compared to the angle at / ¼ 0�) associated with the 40�2 reflection is utilized to determine the focusing parameter g. As

shown in the inset, the normalized angular shift Dh40�2=h40�2 is proportional to the RF phase /. The slope of the curve is

equal to gc2, where c is the relativistic Lorentz factor. (b) The measured gc2 versus the applied RF power PRF (solid sym-

bols). The curve fit (red line) is based on the equation: gc2 ¼ kP
1=2
RF , where the coefficient k is used to determine the RF lens

coefficient (see the discussion in Sec. IV).
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bunch, the atomic grating is employed as an energy analyzer, through which the energy spread

translates into the lateral broadening of the diffracted beams, as described in Fig. 1(e). We look

at the dispersive component of the diffraction width (dispersive width), rE, to extract DE, which

is related to the grating dispersion power, kD,36 namely, rE ¼ kDDE. We note that for an atomic

grating, kD is direction- and angle-dependent. Here, for simplicity, we restrict our analysis along

the radial (r) direction, and express it in terms of scattering wavevector s:

kD �
dr

dE
¼ c

1þ c

� �
2LCam ke s

K0 4p2 � kesð Þ2
h i1=2

; (8)

where LCam is the camera distance. Meanwhile, the non-dispersive component of the width

(nondispersive width), rND, which is independent of s, is subject to the transverse optics set-

tings and the quality of the grating to form sharp diffraction patterns.38 Combining the two

components, we can express the observed full diffraction width, rB:

rB ¼ ðr2
E þ r2

NDÞ
1=2: (9)

Therefore, from Eqs. (8) and (9), in principle, we can extract DE from an arbitrary diffraction

peak at shkl:

DE ¼ K0

1þ c
c

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

B shklð Þ � r2
ND

q
shkl

: (10)

Nonetheless, in order to achieve the highest possible energy resolution, the contribution from

the nondispersive components should be minimized. For example, the optical width can be

reduced via a proper transverse optical arrangement, such as using a magnetic lens pair to pro-

duce a tight parallel beam illuminating a small specimen. Other contributions to rB include the

point spread function (PSF)38 of the camera and the inherent diffraction width that originated

from the finite persistence length of the crystalline lattice. The inherent diffraction width may

be treated as a fitting parameter or essentially ignored by employing high-quality single-crystal

samples as the grating. Because kD roughly scales with s, a large s is preferred in the analysis.

By adjusting the transverse optics and choosing high-quality single crystals as the atomic grat-

ing, we could reach a resolving power at the level of 10�3 Å�1 or an energy resolution at the

level of 10 eV or below, depending on the quality of the data. This level of resolution is capa-

ble of discriminating 10 nm or less in normalized longitudinal emittance for identifying high-

brightness beam generation.38

To demonstrate the principle of this technique, we conducted the measurements using the

electron beams generated from an ultrathin silver photocathode coating (�10 nm) and employed

a free-standing single-crystal TaS2 film21 as the grating. We pushed Ne beyond the VCL for

demonstrating a large beam emittance. In this case, the employed Ne is 1.7	 107 (determined

by electron counting40), which is just above the critical number, Nc, of 1.5	 107 determined at

the VCL. We used TL2 to first create a crossover close to TL3, then used TL3 to form a paral-

lel beam at the specimen. This results in an optical width38 of 0.039 Å�1, which is the major

contributor for rND. Next, we recorded the RF power-dependent rB as reported in Fig. 5(a).

Specifically, to provide an adequate baseline for comparison, the RF phase was first set to out-

of-phase (/¼ 180�), which results in the increase of the chirp [see Eq. (4)], and then switched

to in-phase (/¼ 0�), which results in the decrease of the chirp. This strategy provides the

power dependence on both sides of the curve shown in Fig. 5(a), where the “negative” PRF rep-

resents the out-of-phase condition, whereas the “positive” PRF represents the in-phase condition.

The reported diffraction RMS widths (rB, square symbols) are obtained by (Gaussian) fitting

the individual Bragg peak profile retrieved at s¼ 8.7 Å�1. The experimental data are compared

to the values extracted from the simulated profiles [Fig. 5(b)] produced using the analytical 2D
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phase space structure, where normalized emittance ez, pre-RF chirp a0, and bunch width r0 are

the fitting parameters. The simulation of the diffraction profile after the grating is produced by

convoluting the phase space structure function with the analyzer transfer function using the

approach described in Ref. 38. Here, we use the grating dispersion power kD¼ 0.103 lm/eV

calculated from Eq. (8), and the changes in the diffraction width are rather visible. The lowest

width is obtained at �1 W, which corresponds to the energy compression point where the chirp

is zero. Away from 1 W, the width is increased due to a nonzero chirp, which increases over

the RF power or g [see Fig. 5 and Eq. (4)] under both compressing (positive) and stretching

(negative) conditions. From fitting the data (solid line), we obtain a0¼ 0.00010 6 0.00002 ps�1,

ez¼ 1.5 6 0.5 lm, and r0¼ 18 6 2 ps. The projected time compression point [from Eq. (6)] in

this case is near 50 W.

A complementary view of the phase space can be obtained by measuring the time spread

of the bunch as a function of RF power. The measurements can be conducted within the atomic

grating framework already implemented for the energy compression experiments where an addi-

tional laser pulse is deployed as a pump to drive the change in the grating structures. Hence,

the bunch duration can be extracted from the pump-probe cross-correlation time, assuming that

the inherent dynamics is shorter than the bunch duration. This is in essence the resolution-

limited UED experiment implemented on the grating specimen. A key advantage of this

approach is that the phase space structure as represented by its projection along the time and

energy axes can be simultaneously determined. This is important to correlate the energy and

time compression data to examine the linear response of the phase space over the RF optics,

which will be discussed in detail in Sec. VI for different cases of photoemissions.

VI. DENSITY AND SOURCE-DEPENDENT PHASE SPACE STRUCTURES AND

PERFORMANCE

Applying the aforementioned strategies, we surveyed the phase space structures in different

regimes of photoemission to identify high-brightness modes, including employing different

FIG. 5. Measurements of diffraction width to determine the bunch energy spread under different RF cavity powers with

the atomic grating approach. (a) The measured RMS diffraction width rB at different RF powers (solid symbols) for

Ne¼ 1.7	 107. The “negative” power represents bunch stretching cases when the RF phase is set to 180�. The solid line

shows the fitting of the experimental data using the analytical model, where the fitting parameters: ez, a0, and r0 are listed

in Table II. (b) The calculated diffraction profiles from the analytical model under different RF power settings. The hori-

zontal axis is the lateral displacement from the center of the diffraction peak. The different widths are caused by different

energy spreads when the chirp of the phase space is shifted by the RF field. The dashed line shows the profile calculated for

the monochromatic beam with no energy spread. Its width represents the nondispersive width indicated in (a).
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thicknesses of photocathode coating and density regimes that are both below and above VCL.

These comparison studies were performed using the high-quality TaS2 thin film as the grating.

First, as reported in Fig. 6(a), we examined the energy spread from bunches generated using

the ultrathin photocathode coating (�10 nm, also reported in Sec. V). We present the measure-

ments both above (Ne¼ 1.7	 107, solid squares) and below (Ne¼ 1.7	 106, solid triangles) the

VCL (Nc¼ 1.5	 107). For the other photocathode coating (50 nm), the study was conducted for

Ne¼ 106 (solid circles) which is below the VCL. The reported DE values are converted from

the measured and simulated widths following the procedures in Sec. V. In addition, we also

conducted the UED measurements to determine the corresponding Dt of the bunches at different

RF powers, as reported in Fig. 6(b).

In the case of the ultrathin photocathode, the above-VCL emission has the lowest energy

spread at �300 eV, while the below-VCL emission has the lowest energy spread well below

100 eV. Furthermore, the compression points for the two cases are also very different. The

energy compression for the above-VCL case occurs near P
1=2
PF � 1 W1=2 (or PRF� 1 W), whereas

for the below-VCL case, it occurs at P
1=2
PF � 2:3 W1=2 (or PRF� 5.3 W). The different energy

compression points reflect different a0. In particular, the lower Da required for energy compres-

sion observed at above-VCL suggests its more rapid expansion in the bunch width than in the

energy spread during the beam formation stage. Nevertheless, the generally higher energy

spread observed at above-VCL also indicates a higher emittance than at below-VCL. The most

non-intuitive observation is probably that a lower incident energy spread at PRF¼ 0 is obtained

at above-VCL rather than at below-VCL, despite its higher emittance. This phenomenon can

FIG. 6. Energy and time compressions by the RF lens under different photoemission conditions. (a) The bunch RMS energy

spread (DE) obtained at different RF powers presented on the scale P
1=2
RF . The solid symbols are the experimental results

under different scenarios of photoemission, whereas the lines are fits to the experimental results using the analytical model.

The compression points (marked by the upward triangles) are reached when the phase space tilt is along the z axis. The

resulted chirp change (Da), see the cartoon inset, is proportional to P
1=2
RF . (b) The bunch RMS time spread (Dt) presented on

the scale P
1=2
RF . The temporal compression occurs when the final phase space tilt is along the vz axis – see the inset cartoon

depiction of the phase space evolution. The red arrows indicate the self-compression of the bunch from the RF lens to the

specimen after a negative chirp is established. For both panels, the downward triangle marked the locations of the time

compression points, and the insets (on log scale) highlight the differences in achievable bunch compression.
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only be reconciled with the much lower pre-RF chirp developed for the bunches at above-VCL,

which is not expected if only the magnitude of the collective space charge force is considered

for driving the spreading of the bunches.

In contrast, a much better performance is accomplished using the 50 nm photocathode coating

as indicated in the solid circles in Fig. 6(a). The relative energy spread (DE/K0) in this case

(Ne¼ 106) is well below 1% throughout the range of measurements, which is significantly below

the level observed using the ultrathin photocathode. The improvement is also seen in the lowest

energy spread possible (�10 eV, resolution-limited) accomplished at P
1=2
PF � 5 W1=2 or PRF� 25 W,

a much higher power than the previous cases. The best fits (solid lines) to the data using the ana-

lytical model show very different ez and a0 values (see Table II). The much higher emittances

obtained for the ultrathin photocathode (ez¼ 1.5 and 0.4 lm, respectively) as compared to the

thicker (50 nm) photocathode (ez¼ 0.03 lm) and their significantly different chirps strongly indi-

cate the highly sensitive nature of the phase space evolution before reaching the steady state

depending on the initial conditions. This sensitivity to the initial conditions is especially noticeable

when comparing the beam emittances from the two photocathodes (0.4lm vs. 0.03 lm) using a

similar number of electrons (1.7	 106 and 1.0	 106) below the VCL, indicating a much more lim-

ited emittance growth during beam formation from the thicker photocathode. The results presented

here highlight a key difference between the single-electron approach and the high throughput

implementation in designing UEM. Because of the highly density-dependent phase space evolution,

a delicate adaptation in optical control must be identified for each beam setting in order to properly

focus the beam in space and time for implementing high-intensity UEM systems.

To understand the origin of these marked differences from the two photocathodes, we exam-

ined the mechanism of photoemission by inspecting its dependence on the drive laser power. The

results, as depicted in Fig. 7, indicate very different pictures for the two cases. For the ultrathin

photocathode as presented in Fig. 7(a), the emitted electron number follows a quadratic depen-

dence until the VCL (Nc � 1.5	 107), which is established when the slope of electron yield starts

to change. This quadratic dependence shows that the electrons generated from the ultrathin photo-

cathode are via two-photon photoemission (TPPE). In contrast, for the 50 nm photocathode as

presented in Fig. 7(b), the dependence is linear, indicating that the emission is through single-

photon emission (SPPE). Returning to the cases reported earlier in the corresponding emission

cases, marked by the solid symbols in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we construct their pre-RF phase space

structures in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), based on their refined parameters (Table II). We can immedi-

ately see a major difference in the phase space area determined for TPPE and SPPE cases. In the

case of TPPE, the phase space associated with the above-VCL case [red Gaussian envelope in

Fig. 7(c)] shows a significant stochastic nature where the correlation between energy and time for

the emitted electrons is almost lost compared to the below-VCL case [green envelope in Fig.

7(c)]. This phenomenon may be associated with the generation of turbulent flow as described in

the earlier MLFMM simulation42 due to initial charge pinning on the surface, acerbated by the

early onset of the virtual cathode effect. This may be rationalized from the fact that the metal

film does not perfectly wet the sapphire surface in our ultrathin film preparation, therefore photo-

emission may emerge from substrate-metal interfaces, including those metal-insulator surface

states.54 Under this circumstance, the restricted subsurface counter charge movements produce a

TABLE II. Longitudinal phase space parameters found using the atomic grating approach.

Photocathode coating

(Ag on sapphire)

(nm)

Photoemission

mode

Number of

electrons per bunch

Ne (	106)

Normalized

emittance42

ez (lm)

Pre-RF phase

space chirp

az (ps�1)

Pre-RF

bunch-width,

RMS r0 (ps)

10 TPPE 17 1.5 6 0.5 0.00010 18.2

10 TPPE 1.7 0.4 6 0.2 0.00020 17.1

50 SPPE 1.0 0.03 6 0.02 0.00041 5.8

30 SPPE 1.0 �0.02 0.00038 4.9

30 SPPE 10 �0.2 0.00040 12.2
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highly non-uniform field distribution near the surface that leads to a turbulent flow and an

increase in emittance. This is in contrast to the laminar flow regime where the counter charges

are free to expand along with the emitted electrons.42 Indeed, using the 50 nm photocathode coat-

ing [blue envelope in Fig. 7(d)], the phase space structure is highly correlated in comparison,

resulting in generally higher beam brightness for a similar number of electrons being emitted.

We further investigated the performance by implementing the time compression measurements

on the same TaS2 film21 after the energy compression experiments. The data from the time com-

pression experiments are presented in Fig. 6(b). In particular, we find the difference between gE

(indicated at the upward triangles) and gt (downward triangles) presented on the scale of P
1=2
RF is

quite similar for all cases [within 10%, see Fig. 6(a)]. Furthermore, we find that the analytical pre-

dictions (solid lines) from the same set of input parameters (Table II) used to fit the energy com-

pression data presented in Fig. 6(a) can indeed consistently describe the datasets from time com-

pression experiments [Fig. 6(b)]. While we do not completely rule out the interaction effect during

compression, this near constant difference between gt and gE suggests that the linear model does a

reasonable job in describing the RF compression optics for different density regimes presented here.

VII. HIGH-BRIGHTNESS MODE AND THE CASE STUDY OF PHASE TRANSITION

OF NANOSCALE VO2 CRYSTALS

The studies of photoinduced phase transition in VO2 nanocrystals represent a particularly

challenging case for UED for various reasons. First, in order to avoid the buildup of transient

FIG. 7. Characterization of photoemission scenarios and the phase space structures obtained from prototype case studies.

(a) The emitted bunch electron numbers Ne versus the drive laser power using an ultrathin silver photocathode coating

(�10 nm) on the sapphire window that results in a disordered film in this case. From fitting, the trend of emission before

the VCL follows the quadratic dependence associated with the two-photon photoemission (TPPE). The solid symbols mark

the cases where the RF compression experiments are reported in Fig. 6. (b) Ne versus the drive laser power using a thicker

silver coating (50 nm). The linear trend of the dependence indicates the scenario of single photon photoemission (SPPE).

The solid symbol marks the case of SPPE presented in Fig. 6. (c) The pre-RF phase space structures for the cases of TPPE

highlighted in panel (a). Their phase space parameters (listed in Table II) are extracted from the RF compression experi-

ments. (d) The pre-RF phase space structure for the selected case of SPPE.
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stress during rapid structural transformation, the preparation of isolated samples on the nanome-

ter scale is preferred.55 This puts a constraint on the electron dose and the repetition rate. For

example, on the granular nanoscale VO2 films, the weak signals from key UED reflections rele-

vant to the structural phase transition stand on a large diffusive scattering background.

Furthermore, a low repetition rate is frequently required for the thermal relaxation of the iso-

lated samples (>1 ms).56 All of these demand a high instantaneous dose, and to clearly track

individual reflections from complex structural changes, a large coherence length is also typi-

cally required. On the other hand, the phase transition of VO2 is known to be potentially very

fast especially in the ultrafine and unconstrained samples driven by the above-threshold photo-

excitation. Such a high-speed transition serves well to test the performance limits of temporal

compression at high beam intensities.

For this study, we implemented a 30 nm silver photocathode coating, matching the penetra-

tion depth of the drive laser. We drive the photoemission to achieve Ne¼ 106 and 107 for case

studies to elucidate the performance versus the dose. By adjusting the transverse lens pair (TL2

and TL3), we seek to tune the electron dose (De) and the spatial coherence length (LC), where,

for a given brightness, LC / D1=2
e .57 We set the TL2 and TL3 first for the Ne¼ 107 case, with a

goal of delivering a coherent beam while maintaining a high dose. This is accomplished by cre-

ating a crossover very close to TL3 and using TL3 to produce a nearly parallel beam at the

specimen by minimizing the lateral width at diffraction peaks. To better match the beam waist

with the specimen size, a 150 lm aperture [Aperture in Fig. 1(a)] is further employed, resulting

in a beam waist of �65 lm at the specimen. Figure 8(a) shows the diffraction image obtained

with over 4000 shots from a 40 nm VO2 film, which is deposited on a 100 lm	 100 lm TEM

nano-membrane window.56 From electron counting, we determine De¼ 6.8 e/lm2. Meanwhile,

FIG. 8. Ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) experiments on VO2 films conducted using the high-brightness electron beams.

(a) The diffraction image obtained with Ne ¼ 107. The superimposed diffraction curve is obtained through radially averag-

ing the diffraction intensity from the range specified by the white horizontal bar. The indices for the key reflections are pre-

sented. (b) The RF phase jitter D/ recorded during the UED experiments. (c) The trace of 30�2 reflection normalized

intensity observed in the UED experiments with Ne ¼ 106. The trace is fitted with an error function, where the resolution-

limited transition time is used to determine the bunch duration at different RF powers. The lowest panel shows the case

near optimal compression where the bunch duration is shorter than the response time of the experiments, allowing the dif-

ferent lattice dynamics projected along [30�2] and [31�3] directions to be resolved.
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the coherence length is�15 nm, which is determined based on LC ¼ke/(2as), where as, the half

width at half maximum of the beam divergence angle at the specimen, is estimated to be no

more than 0.007�. We note that as is retrieved based on rB recorded on the camera (at

s¼ 7 Å�1) without excluding the finite inherent diffraction width from the VO2 film (which is

appreciable due to inhomogeneity56) and energy-spread-led broadening, representing an upper

limit of beam divergence. Correspondingly, we may estimate the transverse emittance for the

incident beam contributing to the observed diffraction pattern. At the parallel beam waist, the

normalized transverse emittance ex;y � ðcrx;yveaBÞ=ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ln2
p

cÞ¼ 0.0034 lm, where rx,y is taken

as 50 lm according to the specimen size. This combined dose and coherence length corresponds

to a 4D brightness B4D, defined by Ne/(exey),
58 in excess of 5	 109 lm�2.

To evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) requirement for the UED experiments, we con-

sider the Poisson noise associated with the key weak reflections, such as 30�2 and 31�3, whose

intensities are used as the order parameters to gauge the transitions.52,54 Specifically, the inte-

grated intensity of these peaks is at the level of 10�4 of the overall number of electrons enter-

ing the specimen, Ne
0 ¼De	(sample area). Moreover, the noise associated with the specific

reflection intensity comes from the total intensity at the corresponding wavevectors (3.3 and

4.1 Å�1, respectively), including the major contribution from the background diffusive scatter-

ing (NBkg) that is about 30 times larger than the signal retrieved from within the diffraction

peak envelope (Nhkl)—see Fig. 8(a). Therefore, S/N of the experiments Nhkl=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NBkg þ Nhkl

p
is calculated to be �2	 10�3Ne

0. Further complication comes from the low repetition rate

(fRep¼ 100 Hz) for ensuring the full thermal recovery during the pump-probe cycle in such a sys-

tem.56 Therefore, for the 4000 shots, taken for 40 s of integration at Ne¼ 107, where Ne
0 exceeds

2.5	 108, the effective S/N is about 20. Reducing Ne to 106, which is required to reach sub-100

fs resolution according to our projections [Fig. 3(f)], the dose suffers by a factor of 4 under the

same transverse optic settings. Correspondingly, the effective S/N is reduced to 10. Such fluctua-

tions (�10%) are indeed generally observed in the time-dependent measurements conducted

with a similar level of Ne
0 as presented in Fig. 8(c). These transient responses recorded here,

while not superb compared to typical UED experiments integrated over much longer pump-

probe cycles, are nonetheless adequate to characterizing the bunch phase space structure.

In time-resolved experiments, VO2 films were optically pumped with 50 fs, 800 nm laser

pulses at a fluence of �8 mJ/cm2. This selected fluence is about 15% above the previously

identified threshold to promptly drive the phase transition from the monoclinic to the rutile

state.56 Specifically, the inherent timescale for the phase transition (dti) is within 100 fs, set by

the timescale of band gap collapse under an intense laser pulse.59–61 For a bunch duration that

is much longer than 100 fs, it thus can be reasonably determined via fitting the order parameter

responses using an error function, as shown in the upper panels of Fig. 8(c). However, near the

time compression point, the compressed electron bunch may reach a timescale lower than dti.
This is observed in the lower panel of Fig. 8(c), where different decay times of 30�2 and 31�3
are shown, resolving the inherently distinct dynamics previously suggested at ultrashort time-

scales in forming a metastable phase of VO2 [see Fig. 4(b) of Ref. 56].

In terms of testing the performance limits of the bunches, we conducted the energy and

time compression experiments with Ne¼ 106 and 107. The results are presented in Fig. 9(a),

where progression to reach sub-ps time compression is evident in both cases. Using the analyti-

cal model [see lines in Fig. 9(a) and the insets showing the linear scale], we fit the data to

obtain the phase space parameters. Especially, the bunch durations obtained near the compres-

sion points are used to evaluate the emittance. For Ne¼ 106, the shortest RMS bunch duration

accomplished is 120 fs at near 90 W. We note that the RF timing jitter, sRF ¼ DuRMS=f0�45 fs,

is determined based on the RMS phase jitter Du RMS � 0.016� [Fig. 8(b)]. However, more

pertinently, the resolution in the pump-probe experiments is determined by the arrival time fluc-

tuations of the electron bunches, determined by sAr ¼ gDuRMSL=ve (� 100 fs for compression

power�100 W). From the apparent minimum RMS bunch duration of 120 fs, we determine

ez¼ 0.02 6 0.01 lm for the Ne¼ 106 case. This is expected to be an upper limit, as after decon-

voluting the inherent timescale of the phase transition (dti � 80 fs),59,60 the actual RMS bunch

duration could be less than 100 fs.30 For Ne¼ 107, the shortest bunch obtained at near 75 W is
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around 500 fs, which, when compared with the simulations, corresponds to ez� 0.2 lm.

Remarkably, these experimentally characterized emittances at the specimen, which is 1.4 m

away from the cathode, are merely a factor of 2 larger than the emittances calculated near the

source using the MLFMM method.42 These results indicate a high-level of emittance preserva-

tion along the beam column. For comparison, the experimental results from different regimes

and their associated phase space parameters are summarized in Table II.

We further examine the nonlinearities that may occur during bunch compression. While the

linear structure of the electron bunch phase space enables high-efficiency compression of the

bunch by nearly two orders of magnitude [Fig. 9(a)], subtle phase space structural changes are

also observed after the temporal crossovers. These are more clearly shown in the corresponding

energy spread data, depicted in the lower part of Fig. 9(a), where a downward shift of DE is

observed after reaching the respective time compression point. This phenomenon is also seen in

Fig. 6(a) for beams generated under different scenarios. However, the cases are more distinct

FIG. 9. Phase space evolution of high-brightness beams under RF optics. (a) The RMS time (Dt) and RMS energy (DE)

spreads of the electron bunches at Ne ¼ 106 and 107. The experimental data are depicted in solid symbols, whereas the lines

are simulation results from the analytical model. The solid line represents the best fit to the experimental data. The logarith-

mic scale in the vertical axis highlights the values near the compression point, which is the most sensitive range for deter-

mining the emittance ez. The insets show the data plotted in linear scales along with the best fits obtained using the

analytical model (green). A visible deviation from the analytical model prediction is identified in the energy compression

experiments presented in the lower part of the panels where the data after the time compression points collectively shift

downward. This deviation can be attributed to the transformation of the phase space structure induced by the space charge

effects at the temporal focal plane. (b) The phase space structure at the temporal focal plane obtained for Ne ¼ 106 using

the MLFMM approach on an exaggerated scale along the time-axis is shown. An S-shape distortion that leads to a contrac-

tion of energy spread is visible.
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for the high-brightness beams where a tighter crossover is accomplished. An explanation for

this behavior may be drawn from the MLFMM results for the Ne¼ 106 case [see Fig. 3(f)],

which is depicted in an enlarged view in Fig. 9(b). On this enhanced scale, the correlation

between the energy and the time coordinates of the bunch at the crossover is no longer linear,

but rather has an S-shape. This phase space structure can be modeled by including the

3rd-order and 5th-order aberration coefficients. We note that these nonlinearities could not be

produced by the curvature effect from the RF optics even by exaggerating its impact—the non-

linear RF field would lead to an opposite bending of the phase space structure. In fact, we

expect a very small nonlinearity from the RF optics because the bunch duration observed in our

studies is generally much smaller than the RF period (�1 ns). Instead, such nonlinearities may

be driven by the collective space charge forces under a tight focusing. At the time compression

point, the electrons at two opposite ends of the bunches may encounter resistive forces by the

electrons at the core, whereas the electrons close to the core may receive a push, hence contrib-

uting to the velocity profile along the bunch. Examining the projected rz and rvz from the

curved phase space structure, indeed, suggests that such nonlinear effects can cause DE to

decrease and Dt to increase as compared to the linear scenarios that qualitatively explain the

observed trends in our experiments. We note that these nonlinearities do not occur significantly

prior to the time compression, and therefore do not severely impede the optimization of the

ultrafast diffraction or spectroscopy experiments using the compression optics.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated flexible uses of RF longitudinal optics to energetically and tempo-

rally condense the high-intensity electron beams at the specimen for a range of beam densities

near the virtual cathode limit. Specifically, the ability to reduce the energy spread to the

emittance-limit of a few eV through phase space manipulation offers the opportunity to produce

nearly monochromatic beams while preserving the beam intensity. This mechanism is very dif-

ferent from the monochromator currently implemented in TEMs that reduces the energy spread

mainly by slicing out the electrons beyond the resolution window, leading to reduced beam

intensity. This new capability is central for implementing ultrafast electron energy loss spectros-

copy, where a synergistic combination of two RF lenses can be used for simultaneously achiev-

ing high temporal and spectral resolutions.38 It may be interesting to point out that, in the

most favorable cases presented here, the deliverable 6D brightness, defined by Ne/(exeyez),
42,58

is close to 1012 e/lm3. This is equivalent to a bunch brilliance approaching 1020 electrons/

(mrad2mm2�s�eV), which is comparable to the most advanced synchrotron sources62 in effective

scattering strength, when considering the scattering cross-section of electrons being 4–5 orders

of magnitude higher than that of X-rays. While this may be expected in the steady state as has

been demonstrated utilizing the field emission source in TEMs,2 such a high performance has

not been proven experimentally for the space-charge-dominated beams at a sub-relativistic

energy. This preservation of linear phase space structures and their emittance opens a pathway

for designing high performance femtosecond electron microscopes utilizing high-brightness

beams at typical TEM energy scales. To this end, the methodology of atomic grating characteri-

zation and the effective modeling outlined here may provide useful feedback for the optical

design and the performance, which may be essential, given the diverse phase space parameters

observed.

The VO2 experiments as demonstrated here highlight the need for a high-throughput elec-

tron beamline that could simultaneously provide the required high instantaneous dose, coher-

ence length, and temporal resolution, which may be offered by employing a high-brightness

beam, to resolve the sensitive physics that are beyond the reach of the beamline relying on a

higher repetition rate. The current performance in the high-brightness modes identified here is

subject to the specific design of our photogun. We expect that beams with higher brightness

may be generated by improving the initial conditions for streamlining the photoemission,

including using pulse shaping to form more homogeneous wavefronts and time structures of the

drive laser pulses, and increasing the extraction field at the cathode. Nonetheless, following the
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favorable scaling of emittance over a reduced emitted electron density, we expect that even

higher temporal and energy resolutions can already be accomplished here simply by deploying

fewer electrons to reduce the beam emittance. Indeed, from our comparative studies, we show

that the longitudinal emittance scales nearly linearly with respect to Ne, which is supported by

the N-particle bunch compression simulations [Fig. 3(f)] and the previous source emittance stud-

ies.42 We therefore expect much shorter bunches, at the 10 fs level, or a lower energy spread, at

1 eV or less, to be delivered to the specimen using 105 or fewer electrons. This scaling between

the source emittance and Ne is consistent with the recent measurements conducted by the RF

streaking experiments for RF-compressed beams with Ne� 105 (Ref. 9) and Ne� 106.30 In the

lower density regimes (Ne<106), however, the practical resolution in the UED experiments is

expected to be limited by the short-time phase jitters in our PLL design, which is currently at

�45 fs (RMS) [Fig. 8(b)]. For general deployment, the state-of-the-art PLL design has reached

less than 1 fs timing precision between the laser and RF systems,45,63 which can also be imple-

mented here. However, a more pertinent issue is the longer time jitter incipient to the low fre-

quency instabilities in the environment. This is crucial when a longer acquisition time is neces-

sary for the most demanding experiments. While our temperature stabilization scheme using a

second cavity PLL drastically helps the long-term stability in a less ideal laboratory setting, it

cannot correct the cumulative room temperature drift that may ultimately exceed the stability

window. To this end, such long-time-scale shift may be corrected by using the recorded phase

as a time stamp to reconstruct the arrival times of the bunches for each individual image frame

based on the in situ determined RF focusing strength (g). Furthermore, the non-interacting ana-

lytical model will need to be modified with an additional repulsive term as an effective theory

for modeling the performance of compression optics in the more intensely focusing regimes, for

example, with a shorter focusing distance, for microdiffraction or imaging experiments. These

aspects will be discussed separately elsewhere.
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